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High-luxury eyewear, French hand-made

New interpretations of French Luxury, our optical frames reveal a quality of exception
guaranteed for life, and exceptional finishes and services: ultra personalisation using
4.0 technologies and maintenance.

Each of our glasses requires approximately 150 operations and 20 hours to implement
materials such as the exclusive DiamondBlack, 21-karat gold, platinum, ceramics,
natural horn or titanium. Designed in Paris and hand-made in France, our collection
benefits from the most demanding craftsmanship and state-of-the-art technologies
patented and derived from aeronautical engineering.

AirArt also and especially answers the most demanding European REACH norm in
order to protect the human health and the environment from the risks that can be
posed by chemicals.

Technological innovation for exceptional comfort

Our frames have an optimized mass distribution that allows to gain 25% of the weight
borne by the nose and a system unique in the world of individualized adjustment of
their centre of gravity according to the actual weight of the corrective lenses of each
wearer.

Result: our glasses are balanced, singularly comfortable. They do not dive forward on
the nose, and the optical centring remains optimal for perfectly accurate vision.



GENESIS



The genesis, a personal need

“Since my childhood, and as a short-sighted person, I have often been disappointed
by the comfort of the frames I had bought. Like millions of people, I am used to
choosing my spectacles without taking into account the prescription lenses I require.

In spite of the progress made in terms of thickness and lightness with high index, Rx
lenses are heavier than the standard demo lenses on the frame, up to 4 times
more. That means that with their final prescription lenses, the initial balance and
comfort of the eyeglasses may be dramatically altered. Consequently, the glasses
slip down the nose, and as the pupils are not aligned anymore with the optical centre
of the lenses, the optical performance of the equipment is lower.

After 15 years of managing experience for high-end eyewear brands like TAG Heuer
Eyewear, I have decided to find a solution to this problem by creating a high-end
collection that is consistent to my values. Indeed, I believe spectacles are far more
than prosthesis; they mirror and distinguish one’s soul, like the most obvious
masculine jewel.”



Innovation inspired by aeronautics
AirArt ergonomic innovation has been inspired by standing proven solutions used in aeronautics in order to ensure a perfect
longitudinal stability, like aeronautical ballasts or mobile counterweights, inspired themselves from the Roman scales.



LOUIS VANEL
2019 AEROBATICS WORLD CHAMPION



HAND-MADE FRENCH LUXURY
FOR MEN



Excellence for Men

Our end-target is made of men who love quality, innovation and a
touch of exclusivity. AirArt is dedicated to those who enjoy the
best and latest, exceptional refined but masculine products
combining function and top quality. Our products have been
designed for planes, cars or boats enthusiasts. AirArt’s wearers
choose individualized lenses for a perfectly precise vision.



QUALITY & EXCLUSIVITY



Masters of Luxury

Designed in Paris, the collection brings into close collaboration amongst the most exceptional know-how and craftmanship from France, Italy and Switzerland
to achieve a luxury but innovative technical collection. Each of our frames requires about 150 operations and 20 hours of highly skilled manual work.



HIGH-END MATERIALS



DiamondBlack ®

Exclusive within the Eyewear market, DiamondBlack® technology, has been developed
for aeronautic and aerospace cutting edge applications.

This highly technical exclusive coating ensures an unrivalled resistance and long life
to metal parts that are submitted to exceptional chemical, mechanical and friction
constraints. Metal parts are coated with graphite carbon and diamond particles.



21K Gold

AirArt benefits from the exceptional know-how and the French jeweller heritage
and endows its collection with a 21-carat gold finish, (875/1000) certified by a
goldsmith’s official hallmark. Gold does not oxidize to air or water under normal
conditions of temperature and pressure: its brightness is preserved in time.



Platinum

Thanks to its remarkable physico-chemical properties, Platinum is particularly appreciated in
high jewellery. This precious and rare metal is stainless and, resistant to abrasion and tarnishing.



Ruthenium

From the Platinum family and a darker hue, ruthenium is a hard
metal that is practically unalterable to acids, air and water.



Exclusive rarity

The high-end lenses we have used for our sun
exclusive 50 units limited editions have been
developed in collaboration with Dalloz, the
French jeweller of the sun lens.

Some of our sun lenses are coated with
Rhodium, the rarest metal on Earth; only a few
tons are extracted every year. In addition, to its
particular tint, this material has exceptional
physical properties : resistant, unalterable and
stainless.



Nano-ceramic

AirArt pads are made of nano-ceramic. Hypoallergenic and featuring a 10 years lifetime, these high-end pads deliver an outstanding comfort and a reliability.
Silicon translucent pads are also delivered with any AirArt spectacle.



SERVICES
EXCLUSIVE CUSTOMIZATION & LONGEVITY



AirArt Individual Service

For an ultimate individualization, AirArt may provide frames whose mobile masses are made of solid gold, and can be set with precious gems.
These customized exclusive parts are made on demand by the world’s best craftsmen in our workshop at Place Vendôme, Paris



AirArt Care Service 

AirArt frames can be maintained or even restored
within our workshops located in the French Jura.

Acetate parts are polished, metal ones are revived
for a subtle radiant shine. Mechanical fixations and
hinges are controlled and set for an unrivalled
longevity. Eventual used parts may be replaced for
a lasting long-term comfort. In case of, a courtesy
frame may be available.



Lifetime Guarantee



INNOVATION
TECHNOLOGICAL PRINCIPLE



Transfer of technology
AirArt frames maintain their fine initial longitudinal and lateral balance depending on the true weight of each RX lens.
The balance is easily and precisely set by the optician thanks to a unique variable-geometry system whose design is fully integrated.



With demo standard lenses, the balance of the frame is optimal.



With heavier prescription lenses, the centre of gravity changes ;



the frame becomes unbalanced.



As the frame may slide down the nose, the comfort of wear is altered.
.



Pupils are not aligned anymore with the optical centre of the lens.



The optical precision is reduced.
.



The individualized adjustment of the longitudinal stability of the frame ensures



a fine comfort of wear and a a great optical performance.
.



COMFORT OF EXCEPTION
WEAR AND VISION



60% 40%

A minimum gain of 25% of weight worn by the nose thanks to an optimized mass distribution,
and individualized in accordance with wearer’s Rx lenses.*
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Essential optical centring

If not balanced, the comfort of wear of the optical
equipment is disappointing: the frame slides down or
hurts the nose.

As the optical centre of the lenses and the pupils are
not aligned, the quality of vision is impaired : blurred
or double vision.

This is all the more noticeable on progressive lenses
that need to be perfectly adjusted to provide the
best acuity of near vision. Whatever their price may
be, if the alignment of the pupil and the optical centre
is not correct, the wearer will find difficulties in
reading properly.

PUPILLE

Wrong alignm
ent pupil / optical centre on progressive lens



Example of presbyopic near vision, air navigation on smartphone

Case of an unbalanced frame: 
the optical centring is wrong,

the near vision is bad.

Case of a balanced frame: 
the optical centring is correct,

the near vision is perfect.



UNIQUE EXPERIENCE



The Experience
The expert optician

After the customer selects his favourite AirArt model, the
optician orders the required RX lenses. Before he mounts
them into the frame, as usual, the optician weighs each
lens with a jewellery precision balance AirArt may provide.

For each lens, the setting of the integrated mobiles masses
is exclusively but easily made in a few minutes by the
optician in accordance with a board of compensation data
provided by AirArt and specific to each model.

Finally the customer leaves the shop and enjoys the
comfort and wear of his glasses. He will most likely pass
on this positive expert experience by word of mouth.



2020 COLLECTION



Legend 2020 series
Common features

• Handcrafted in France, Italy and Switzerland with some of the best jewel and eyewear craftsmanship
• Centre of gravity adjustment exclusive system
• Exclusive hinges guaranteeing 60.000 opening/closing sequences
• Nano ceramic auto-adjustable and anallergenic nose pads + silicone spare ones
• Exclusive high-tech coating : DiamondBlack®
• Luxury hallmarked Gold and Platinum platings
• High-end Italian acetate end-tips



Legend – LA / LAI series
9 shapes, 52 SKUs
Front part in high-end Italian acetate
Stainless metal screwless bridge
Available with acetate integrated nose (LAI) and adjustable ceramic / silicon pads
Sizes from 47 to 58 – Weight : about 24 g
Delivered with Black Premium box, case and microfibre



Legend – LC series
2 optical shapes, 8 SKUs 
1 limited exclusive sun SKU with Platinum lenses (50)
Front part in metal covered by high-end Italian acetate
Sizes from 47 to 49-22 – Weight : about 26 g
Delivered with Black Premium box, case and microfibre



Legend – LM series
3 optical shapes, 9 SKUs 
1 limited exclusive sun SKU featuring Rhodium lenses (50)
Front part in metal
Sizes from 47 to 51-22 – Weight : about 25 g
Delivered with Black Premium box, case and microfibre



ENVIRONMENT
EXAMPLES



Legend display
3 pieces / L : 390 x H : 445 x D : 210 mm



Packaging
Case + Microfibre + High-End box



Sales case
24 or 36 pieces, leather and velvet



CONTACTS



Frédéric PONS, CEO
frederic@airart-eyewear.com

+33 662 094 258

airart-eyewear.com

Sophie  HOEHLINGER - PONS, General Manager
sophie@airart-eyewear.com
+33 648 686 984

http://airart-eyewear.com
http://airart-eyewear.com/
http://airart-eyewear.com

